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Organized storage. Improved productivity. Inventive technology. Capsa Healthcare provides the right medication management products to help you deliver better care in assisted living, skilled nursing, and long-term care settings.

The most comprehensive product suite in the industry is all right here - Medication Carts and Cabinets, Computing Workstations, Medical Carts, Advanced Medication Management Systems, and Inventory Solutions. Capsa delivers precisely what your facility requires!

Over 99% of Capsa products are delivered on-time to our customers’ sites.

Over 99% of Capsa products pass our rigorous 55-point QC process the first time.

Capsa Healthcare Overview

- Headquartered in Portland, Oregon with additional sales, management, and manufacturing operation in Columbus, Ohio, Charlotte, North Carolina, Chicago, Illinois, and Mississauga, Ontario

- Product installations in over 70 countries and thousands of healthcare facilities worldwide

- Our comprehensive product suite ensures medication administration accuracy and control from the pharmacy to the patient, and greatly improves the efficiency of the nursing staff
AVALO® SERIES
MEDICATION CARTS
Avalo Series medication carts excel in areas that make the difference for nurses, like easy usage and access, a wide range of drawer configurations, enormous capacity, and smooth drawer action. For the pharmacy, Avalo yields consistently high user ratings, proven lock systems, and the ability to refurbish panels for lasting value.

The Avalo Difference
- Modular design for simple component replacement and refurbishing
- Support virtually all medication delivery systems including punch cards, auto-packaging, unit dose box
- High-density panels prevent denting or corrosion
- 3", 6", and 10" seamless drawers
- Unique integrated drawer divider system
- Full selection of accessories and lock systems
- Maximize work space with several computing mount options for EMR/EHR.

Avalo Medication Carts are long-lasting and a superior value.

PCL punch card cart shown with optional accessories

UDS automated packaging cart shown with optional accessories
Avalo®

Punch Card Models

High capacity storage up to 750 punch cards, plus liquids and supplies.

Model PCS
43.75”(h) 24”(d) 31.5”(w)

Offers a practical capacity of 350 punch cards plus room for liquids and supplies. Maximum capacity 450 punch cards.

Model PCL
43.75”(h) 24”(d) 38”(w)

Offers a practical capacity of 450 punch cards plus room for liquids and supplies. Maximum capacity 600 punch cards.

Model PCXL
43.75”(h) 24”(d) 48.5”(w)

Offers a practical capacity of 600 punch cards plus room for liquids and supplies. Maximum capacity 750 punch cards.

Avalo accommodates virtually all popular compliance packaging systems, such as Parata®, TCGRx®, Omnicell®, Dispill®, SynMed® and Opus®

Inquire about our Treatment Carts

- Large capacity & flexible organization of treatment supplies
- Expansive work area
- Delivered fully assembled, no tools required
- Precision-welded steel frame with high-impact panel
- 10-year limited warranty

See p. 23 for more information
Avalo®
Auto-Packaging Models

Accommodates most medication pass methods through an open-platform design.

Model UDS
43.75”(h) 24”(d) 31.5”(w)

Model UDL
43.75”(h) 24”(d) 38”(w)

Model UDXL
43.75”(h) 24”(d) 48.5”(w)

Consult with your Capsa Representative to determine optimal cart size. Cart size is determined by average medications/resident, cycle length of medication system, and distribution model (restock vs. exchange).

Auto-Packaging Drawer Configuration Options
Consult with your Capsa representative for details.
UDL drawers shown. VersaBin™ lids & dividers are optional

VersaBin™ Complete

VersaBin™ Transfer

VersaBin™ Divider

Fixed Divider System

Drawer Flex System

Ask about optional bin dividers, lids, label holders, and alternative bin sizes, plus how Avalo accommodates your preferred auto-packaging system.
**NEW** from Capsa Healthcare! The Avalo Woodblend Series medication cart line features enhanced styling and improved modularity to facilitate component replacement and refurbishing. Modern healthcare providers will appreciate the superior organization of medication administration systems and clinical supplies. Avalo’s long-term value provides the pharmacy a lower cost of ownership and improved cost management.

**The Avalo Woodblend Difference**
- Modular design for simple component replacement and refurbishing
- High-density panels maintain like-new appearance and offer enhanced durability
- Wide array of configurations available featuring 3", 6", and 10" seamless drawers
- Full selection of computer arm and tray systems for EHR/eMAR software, plus multiple accessories and locking options
- Premium casters simplify cart movement by 20%

**PCL punch card cart**
shown in Mountain Ash with optional accessories

**UDL automated packaging cart**
shown in Northern Cherry with optional accessories

**Easier to Maneuver**

**Mobilize EMR/EHR**

**Available In 3 Widths**
Choose the lock system that best meets the environment’s specific needs.

**Lock System Choices**

**AutoLock™ Automatic Relocking System**

Automatically secures a motionless unlocked medication cart with a user-defined relock time delay from 1-99 minutes. The system also permits the use of up to 5,000 individual user codes.

See available upgrades below.

**Keyless Access with Manual Relocking**

Simply enter a 4-digit access code, push down the lock lever and the cart is ready for access. To secure the medication cart, push in the lock lever. Clear visual indication of lock status is apparent from a distance.

**Key Access with Manual Relocking (standard)**

Featuring the Best® Core Removable Lock System, this basic yet proven lock system provides you with the flexibility to change keys to the medication cart easily. Standard on Avalo carts.

**AutoLock™ Upgrades**

**ID Badge Access**

Use a mag stripe or bar code card as the primary or secondary access requirement.

**Proximity Access**

An advanced proximity card reader can be selected as an additional security access requirement.

**Audit Tracking**

Authorized users can track cart activity, including user access and relocking for over 2,000 events.

**AutoLock™** automatically secures a motionless unlocked medication cart with a user-defined relock time.
Accessories & Options

* Included on all Avalo Medication Carts. S & L Models also include Slide-Out Surface. XL Model includes Tracking Caster.

For additional accessories see CapsaHealthcare.com

Core Removable Lock*

Waste with Lid*

Narcotic Storage*

5" Brake Caster*

Cart Handle

Slide-Out Surface

Drawer Flex System

Sharps Container

Clear Top Mat

Drawer Dividers

Bulk Storage

Laptop Arm & Tray

Multi-Cavity Storage

Drawer ID Label

Punch Card Tub

Pill Crusher

Glove Box

Double-Wide Narc

5" Tracking Caster

Wheel Bumpers

Avalo Series accent colors

- Taupe
- Horizon
- Blue
- Blush
- Salmon
- Extreme
- Yellow
- Lavender
- Cantaloupe
- Pure Lime

Woodblend styles

- Northern
- Cherry
- Mountain
- Ash
Maximum capacity and organization are hallmarks of Capsa Healthcare’s M-Series medication carts. Pharmacies appreciate the multiple locking options and proven security, a fast return on investment, and trouble-free usage. Nurses find M-Series to be simple to access medications and supplies, and effortless to guide and open; plus drawers are infinitely customizable. Finally, sleek styling tops off the popular M-Series.

The M-Series Difference

- Support virtually all medication delivery systems including punch cards, auto-packaging, unit dose box
- Lightweight, superior durability
- 3”, 6”, and 10” drawers
- Full selection of accessories
- Choice of lock security systems
- Maximize work space with several computing mount options for EMR/EHR.

M-Series Medication Carts offer attractive styling and huge capacity.

M3-AP automated packaging cart
shown with optional accessories

M4-PC punch card cart
shown with optional accessories
M-Series
Punch Card Models

High capacity storage up to 900 punch cards, plus liquids and supplies.

Model M2-PC
43"(h) 26.7"(d) 23.1"(w)

Model M4-PC
43"(h) 26.7"(d) 36.1"(w)

Model M3-PC
43"(h) 26.7"(d) 29.4"(w)

Model M5-PC
43"(h) 26.7"(d) 45.2"(w)

Model M6-PC
43.5"(h) 25.2"(d) 50.5"(w)

Maximum capacity
300 punch cards.

Maximum capacity
600 punch cards.

Maximum capacity
450 punch cards.

Maximum capacity
750 punch cards.

Maximum capacity
900 punch cards.

Inquire about our Treatment Carts

- Available in M-Series (M3-TC) and Vintage Encore (VE3-TC)
- Large capacity & flexible organization of treatment supplies
- Durable drawers, 5 depths
- Full selection of accessories

See p. 23 for more information
M-Series
Auto-Packaging Models

Accommodates most medication pass methods through an open-platform design.

Model M2-AP
43”(h) 26.7”(d) 23.1”(w)

Model M3-AP
43”(h) 26.7”(d) 29.4”(w)

Model M4-AP
43”(h) 26.7”(d) 36.1”(w)

Model M5-AP
43”(h) 26.7”(d) 45.2”(w)

Consult with your Capsa Representative to determine optimal cart size. Cart size is determined by average medications/resident, cycle length of medication system, and distribution model (restock vs. exchange).

Auto-Packaging Drawer Configuration Options
VM4-AP drawers shown. Ask about Stor-Flex™ bin lids and dividers, label holders and alternative bin sizes.

Stor-Flex™ System

Stor-Flex™ Transfer

Stor-Flex™ Divider System

Drawer Flex System

Fixed Divider System

M-Series accommodates virtually all popular compliance packaging systems, such as Parata®, TCGRx®, Omnicell®, Dispill®, SynMed® and Opus®

Ask about optional bin dividers, lids, label holders, and alternative bin sizes, plus how M-Series accommodates your preferred auto-packaging system.
M-Series & Encore Series Security Options

Stor-Flex™ Auto-Packing Solutions

Stor-Flex™ is a simple, logical approach to auto-packing organization. Storage is in singular bins that can easily accommodate resident discharges, short-term leaves and room changes.

Stor-Flex™ Features
You decide how resident medications, PRNs, and small items are stored and re-stocked.
- Bin dividers and flexible labeling
- Large resident capacity per cart
- Flexibility to change from punch card to Stor-Flex configuration

Stor-Flex Tote System

M-Series & Encore Series Security Options
Choose the lock system that best meets the environment’s specific needs.

Key Access with Manual Relocking (standard)
Featuring the Best® Core Removable Lock System, this basic yet proven lock system provides you with the flexibility to change keys to the medication cart easily. Standard on M-Series and Vintage carts.

EMS - Entry Management System
The advanced EMS™ system offers unparalleled security in a proven lock system designed specifically for healthcare carts. This technology upgrade makes the M-Series & Vintage Series lock system the most advanced cart security available in long-term care.
- Keyless access with auto-relock
- Permits 250 unique users and supervisors, programmable via keypad or PC
- Optional LockView™ Software provides the platform for secondary security via proximity card and the ability to audit and manage EMS via a PC
M-Series

Accessories & Options

* Included on all M-Series Medication Carts. M3 & M4 Models also include Slide-Out Surface, Waste with Lid. M5 & M6 Models include Tracking Caster, Waste with Lid.

For additional accessories see CapsaHealthcare.com

- Cart Handle*
- Chair Rail Bumpers*
- 5" Brake Caster*
- 10" Narcotic Storage*
- Core Removable Lock*
- Waste with Lid
- Slide-Out Surface
- Pill Crusher
- Externals Drawer Divider System
- Drawer Flex System
- Punch Card Exchange Bins
- Organizer Tray
- Accessory Bridge
- Sharps Collector
- Stor-Flex Divider System
- Gloves/Tissue Holder
- Laptop Arm & Tray
- Narc Drawer (M5 only)
- 5" Tracking Caster
- Double-Wide Narc

M-Series accent colors

- Blue-Gray
- Platinum
- Teal
- Cranberry
- Reflex Blue
Vintage Encore™
Medication Carts

Vintage Encore is the senior care industry’s benchmark for furniture-like medication carts. A fresh advancement of Capsa’s classic Vintage Series, Vintage Encore carts now have enhanced styling and work-saving features. Vintage Encore is ideal for extended care facilities that value modern décor and elegant touches.

The Vintage Encore Difference

- Support virtually all medication delivery systems including punch cards, auto-packaging, unit dose box
- Maximize work space with several computing mount options for EMR/EHR.
- No-bounce extended work surface
- Sleek 1-piece drawer handles
- Soft-close drawers (3", 6", 10")
- Full selection of accessories and locking systems
- Premium casters simplify cart movement by 20%

VE3-PC punch card cart
shown in Boston Cherry with optional accessories

VE4-AP automated packaging cart
shown in White Ash with optional accessories
Vintage Encore
Punch Card Models

High capacity storage up to 900 punch cards, plus liquids and supplies.

Model VE2-PC
43.5”(h) 25.2”(d) 21.7”(w)
Shown in Chatsworth Oak
Maximum capacity 300 punch cards.

Model VE3-PC
43.5”(h) 25.2”(d) 28”(w)
Shown in Boston Cherry
Maximum capacity 450 punch cards.

Model VE4-PC
43.5”(h) 25.2”(d) 34.7”(w)
Shown in White Ash
Maximum capacity 600 punch cards.

Model VE4x-PC
43.5”(h) 25.2”(d) 41.4”(w)
Shown in Chatsworth Oak
Maximum capacity 750 punch cards.

Model VE5-PC
43.5”(h) 25.2”(d) 44.7”(w)
Shown in White Ash
Maximum capacity 750 punch cards.

Model VE6-PC
43.5”(h) 25.2”(d) 50.5”(w)
Shown in Antique Walnut
Maximum capacity 900 punch cards.

Vintage Encore efficiently accommodates popular packaging systems like Dispill® and SynMed®. See p. 23.

See p. 23 for Vintage Encore treatment carts
Vintage Encore
Auto-Packaging Models

Accommodates most medication pass methods through an open-platform design.

Model VE2-AP
43.5”(h) 25.2”(d) 21.7”(w)

Model VE3-AP
43.5”(h) 25.2”(d) 28”(w)

Model VE4-AP
43.5”(h) 25.2”(d) 34.7”(w)

Model VE5-AP
43.5”(h) 25.2”(d) 44.7”(w)

Shown in
Chatsworth Oak

Shown in
Boston Cherry

Shown in
White Ash

Shown in
White Ash

Consult with your Capsa Representative to determine optimal cart size. Cart size is determined by average medications/resident, cycle length of medication system, and distribution model (restock vs. exchange).

Auto-Packaging Drawer Configuration Options
VE4-AP drawers shown. Ask about Stor-Flex™ bin lids and dividers, label holders and alternative bin sizes.

Stor-Flex™ System

Stor-Flex™ Transfer

Stor-Flex™ Divider System

Drawer Flex System

Fixed Divider System

Vintage Encore accommodates virtually all popular compliance packaging systems, such as Parata®, TCGRx®, Omnicell®, Dispill®, SynMed® and Opus®

Ask about optional bin dividers, lids, label holders, and alternative bin sizes, plus how VE Series accommodates your preferred auto-packaging system.
* Included on all Vintage Encore Medication Carts. VE4x-PC, VE5, & VE6 Models also include Tracking Caster.

See p. 16 for Security Options

Available Styles
- Boston Cherry
- White Ash
- Chatsworth Oak
- Antique Walnut

Handle Options
- Brushed Nickel
- Dark Bronze

Cart Top
Durable cart tops that are scratch, gouge and stain resistant
Specialty Carts
Treatment Carts

Lightweight performance, simple maneuverability and flexible organization of treatment supplies in a variety of cart models to meet any care facility’s storage needs.

- Large capacity & flexible organization of treatment supplies
- Wide selection of accessories
- Expansive work area

**Avalo Series** (3 Heights)
- Standard 42.5"(h) 24"(d) 31"(w)
- Intermediate 39.5"(h) 24"(d) 31"(w)
- Compact 36"(h) 24"(d) 31"(w)

**Vintage Encore VE3-TC**
- 40.1"(h) 25.2"(d) 28"(w)

**M-Series M3-TC**
- 40.1"(h) 25.2"(d) 28"(w)

**Dispill® Medication Carts**
Capsa offers two models of medication carts to accommodate the popular Dispill multi-dose packaging (also accommodates packaging filled by SynMed®).

- Available in two widths (34.7" and 44.7")
- Two 12"(h) 18.5"(d) drawers hold 3 rows of Dispill cards, approx. 25-30 cards per row
- Carts also include 1- 3" and 1- 6" drawer

**Model M4-DP**
- 43.5"(h) 25.2"(d) 34.7"(w)

**Model VE5-DP**
- 43.5"(h) 25.2"(d) 44.7"(w)

Inquire about our Medication Cabinets
NexsysADC™ is the simplest, most secure technology to fully manage the onsite storage and distribution of medications (especially controls), STAT/first doses, and supplies. With NexsysADC, the level of security you need and expect is only a fraction of the price of alternative automated dispensing cabinets. The pharmacy benefits from a faster ROI without compromising safety, security, or operational flexibility. And the facility benefits from having the new Stat or 1st dose on-hand at the exact time it’s needed.

The NexsysADC Difference

• **Medication Security:** Innovative solution to manage the restocking and access of controls and high-value medications.
• **Fast ROI Without Compromise:** Your Capsa Representative will run a detailed analysis to show how pharmacies can deploy NexsysADC in more facilities for broader control and higher customer satisfaction, compared to alternative ADCs.
• **Efficient Stat Dose/E-kit Delivery:** Eliminates manual methods like the “tackle box” commonly used in extended care settings. Significantly lowers costs associated with stat deliveries, and improves audit accuracy (no more missing paperwork).
• **Configurable For Each Facility:** Available in a standard cabinet and new countertop unit. Each NexsysADC is custom-built for your specific needs and patient population.
• **Streamlined Replenishment & Inventory:** NexsysADC identifies what medications need to be restocked. The flexible replenishment process saves time, reduces inventory turns, and prevents diversion.

NexsysADC is where automated dispensing meets inventive, common-sense design that provides configurable security and storage for a host of healthcare environments.

• Extended care nursing homes
• Critical access hospitals
• Surgery centers
• Group homes
• Residential care facilities
• Rehab and psych environments
• Animal health and dental clinics
• Hospice
• Education Simulation

When space and formulary size matter, choose the new NexsysADC 4T countertop model. The medication security you need in the size you want.

NexsysADC™ 4T is countertop-sized with the full security, tracking, and inventory management of Capsa’s main cabinet model. NexsysADC 4T fits any environment where tight medication control is required, but small space, budget or formulary also are a consideration.
NexsysADC™ Guided Access With ‘CAM’ Technology

NexsysADC relies on guided access with multiple levels of illuminated and on-screen prompts. This ensures the nursing staff IDs the exact location of the medication, and picks the right medication for the right patient. Guided access technology also ensures that pharmacy restocking and inventory control are accurately and efficiently performed.

The NexsysADC Controlled Access Module (CAM)

Controlled Access Modules, or CAMs, are at the heart of NexsysADC operation for controlled and high-value medications.

For CAM medications, the CAM automatically opens, and the correct med cell is ID’d with a pick-to-light prompt and opened lid. NexsysADC includes built-in alerts against tampering.

Each CAM is configurable for up to 25 SKUs in individual locking cells (1x1, 1x2, or 2x2).

Scalable cabinet design permits unique set-up of NexsysADC with a mix of CAMs, open-cell medication bins, and supply drawers.

Transferable CAM inserts streamline inventory counts, restocking, and medication distribution workflow to and from the pharmacy.

3 popular NexsysADC™ 4T configurations

Fill the four tiers with 1, 2 or 4 CAMs, plus dividable open cell medication bins for routine meds, and 3”, 6”, or 9” drawers for supplies.

General Specifications

Main Cabinet Model:
- Cabinet size 43”(h) 24”(d) 25”(w)
- 22" touchscreen monitor (extends to 67” high max)
- Capacity up to 400 SKUs (highly configurable)

4T Countertop Model:
- Cabinet size 17.7”(h) 20.4”(d) 23.5”(w)
- 14” touchscreen monitor (total unit height 26”)
- Capacity up to 150 SKUs (highly configurable)

2D barcode scanner
Biometric finger scanner
Windows 10 operating system
Ethernet, WiFi networking
Built-in uninterrupted power supply
NexsysADC™
Pharmacy-To-Facility Medication Management

Cloud-Based For Continuity

NexsysADC is enabled by a robust cloud solution for superior information management and maximum uptime. From anywhere, at anytime, the NexsysADC web portal provides access to all your system management functions. All essential patient medication transactions and administrative functions are captured, such as full activity and user reporting, charge capture, and restock management.

Interfaced With Your Pharmacy System

NexsysADC interfaces with your pharmacy management system with our robust 2-way Pulse Interface Engine (HL7). Every step of the process is connected:

- **Patient Sync** for true patient validation reduces the chance of medication errors.
- **Patient Order Sync** only allows dispensed medications against approved orders.
- **Billing Syncs** ends charges electronically to the pharmacy system, eliminating manual billing and avoiding revenue loss.

Uncompromising Data Security

Our NexsysADC technology meets the highest standards for cyber security and HIPAA compliance.

Implementing NexsysADC

Capsa Healthcare makes the planning, installation and training of NexsysADC simple and straightforward. Our Support team focuses on the unique needs of each user, from management to end user. And once installed, Capsa provides a dedicated NexsysADC Support Hotline for pharmacies and facilities.

- High-detail project management
- On-site pharmacy training
- On-site facility training
- 24/7 dedicated support
AVALO® SERIES
EMERGENCY & MEDICAL CARTS
Avalo Series emergency/crash carts and medical carts put everything clinicians need at their fingertips, for almost any application in healthcare. Complete line of fully customizable carts promote orderly storage for fast access to tools and supplies.

The Avalo Medical Cart Difference
• Wide selection of accessories and organization systems
• Expansive work area with optional slide-out work surface
• Delivered fully assembled, no tools required
• Precision-welded steel frame with high-impact panels
• 10-year limited warranty

Model Options

| Standard 10-High | Intermediate 9-High | Compact 8-High |

See p. 8 for locking options

For additional accessories see CapsaHealthcare.com
MOBILE COMPUTING
AND SPECIALTY CARTS
Laptop & Tablet Mounting
Point-of-Care Mobile Computing

All Capsa medication and procedure carts can be equipped for mobile computing. We offer mounting systems for laptop, tablet and All-In-One computers, and hardware for side or back-mounting to accommodate EMR/EHR. Flexible computer positioning and adjustment save cart-top workspace.

Laptop and Tablet Options

**AX Series Standard**
Laptop Tray
Holds up to 15" laptop

**Laptop Security**
Tray assembly, metal
Holds laptops 9" - 16.5"

**Laptop Plate**
assembly, metal, 11"x10"
Holds up to 15" laptop

**Laptop Tray**
assembly, plastic, 13" x 13"
Holds up to 15" laptop

**Laptop Tray**
assembly, plastic, 13" x 17"
Holds up to 17" laptop

**Tablet Holder**
Large, holds 13-16" tablet
Small, holds 10-13.5" tablet

AX Series Cart Arms

AX Series arm & mount for Avalo Series (rear mount)

AX Series arm & mount for Vintage Encore & M-Series (side mount)

AX Series fixed link extension
Computer Workstations

Documentation Carts

Capsa Healthcare offers a wide range of mobile computing workstations. Documentation carts are full-featured, powered or non-powered, with superior configurability to accommodate nearly any application. Ask your Capsa Representative about additional point-of-care computer workstations.

The Capsa Point-of-Care Difference

- Ideal for computerized health records and clinical documentation in the patient room, or at the nurse station
- Fully adjustable for standing or sitting interactions
- Innovative design, sturdy construction, and aesthetic balance

Simple Laptop Carts and Workstations

- Non-powered
- Lightweight
- Accommodates laptops, lightweight monitors, and tablets
- Simple vertical height adjustment
- Optional locking or non-locking removable drawers

Shown: SlimCart™ ultra-lightweight non-powered laptop cart

Powered Laptop Carts and Workstations

- Accommodates laptop, All-In-One, and tablet PCs
- Compact base for easy maneuverability
- Simple vertical height adjustment
- Large work surface
- Multiple accessories including tasklight, supplies bins and drawers

Shown: M38e mobile computing workstation

Tech-Ready Medication Carts

Capsa Healthcare’s tech-ready configurable cart design easily mobilizes your computing needs. Expansive capacity, durable construction, and enhanced mobility.

- Integrated slide-out keyboard and mouse drawer replaces the top 3” drawer in any standard medication cart
- Flexible computer positioning and adjustment to save cart-top workspace
- Open-platform design accommodates self-powered hardware including laptop, tablet, and All-In-One computers
- Multiple models accommodate a wide range of medication systems including punch card, 30-day box, and automated packaging

Also available as Vintage Encore
**M38e Telepresence Cart**

The M38e Telepresence Cart is equipped to enable video communication to enhance your telehealth workflow with real-time consultation, connecting doctors with remote patients in real time, increasing access and timeliness to care.

**Features**
- Optional mounts for video or web camera above the monitor
- Optional I/O Pod for integrating peripherals
- Configurable with your choice of video conferencing and audio equipment
- Storage drawer options accommodate telepresence supplies
- Large work area with expandable surface feature

---

**CareLink™ Telepresence Cart**

The CareLink Telepresence cart is equipped to enable video communication to enhance your workflow with real-time consultations. This innovative telehealth workstation accommodates your choice of video conferencing technology enabling doctors and clinicians to connect with their patients.

**Features**
- Optional I/O Pod for integrating peripherals
- Optional mounts for video or web camera above the monitor
- Configurable with your choice of video conferencing and audio equipment
- Storage drawer options accommodate telepresence supplies
- On-board communication tools for messaging and service requests
- N-Sight™ fleet management for remote asset management

---

**CareLink™ Telemedicine Cart**

The CareLink Telemedicine Cart is designed to enable video communication and the use of diagnostic peripherals facilitating virtual care and timely diagnostics. CareLink connects doctors to remote patients in real time, increasing the access and timeliness to care.

**Features**
- Offers I/O Pod plug-n-play capabilities to integrate medical peripheral cameras and scopes
- Ventilated storage cabinet for housing PCs or Codecs
- Optional storage drawer for diagnostic peripherals
- Optional mounts for video or web camera above the monitor
- Supports single or dual monitor configurations
- On-board communication tools for messaging and service requests
- N-Sight™ fleet management for remote asset management
KIRBY LESTER
INVENTORY MANAGEMENT
Consider how you manage your physical inventory count, especially narcotics. Hand-counting or half bottle/full bottle estimations put your inventory integrity at risk. Capsa Healthcare provides Kirby Lester pharmacy automation to yield tighter inventory control.

**The Kirby Lester Difference**
- Maintain absolute inventory accuracy (manual counting methods are 95% accurate at best)
- Mandate narcotics double-counts
- 14.3 seconds faster (average) than hand-counting for a 90-count
- Counting speed up to 15/second

**Multiple Applications**
- Electronic C-II Log
- Perpetual inventory software
- Automated packaging device: cassette/cell inventory
- Returns and expired medication inventory tracking
- Retail pharmacy operation, for daily Rx filling

**Simple Inventory Counting: KL1**
14.6”(h) 12.5”(d) 5.6”(w); 6.9 lb

**Electronic C-II Log & Retail Rx Filling: KL1Plus**
14.6”(h) 12.5”(d) 8”(w); 9.6 lb

Count almost any tablet or capsule accurately & quickly
Eliminate inaccurate, inefficient manual counting
For higher-level controlled medication inventory
Keep a record of Rx fills and inventory (viewable on user portal)
Superior Products. Superior Service.
Capsa Healthcare provides a comprehensive service program focused on rapid resolution to keep your cart fleet operational, and your clinicians supported.

- Expert direct phone support available during normal business hours
- 24/7 Emergency Technical Support
- National team of Field Support Technicians
- Support via email available at Parts.Support@CapsaHealthcare.com
- On-site technical service and support available

Contact your Capsa Representative for more detailed information about Capsa’s warranty and service programs.

Contact Us
Contact us today for more information or to schedule a personal on-site demonstration.

800.437.6633
International: +1.614.864.9966
e-mail: Info@CapsaHealthcare.com
CapsaHealthcare.com

Specifications, availability and components are subject to change without notice.